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Objective
I am a writer, illustrator and educator who wants to leave a mark on the world through telling stories, forging
connections, and bestowing knowledge. I work daily toward creative and intellectual goals, and for me a day is
not well spent unless I can say I have learned at least one new thing about writing, illustrating, or teaching. I find
myself seeking the company of other creative types to share what I have learned from my own experiences while
learning from the experiences of others.

Education
ASSOCIATE IN THE HUMANITIES | 2012 | MT. SAN JACINTO COLLEGE
· Major: English Composition
· Minor: History

BACHELORS IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION | 2014 | UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RIVERSIDE
· Major: English Composition
· Minor: Literature

MASTERS IN LITERATURE AND WRITING STUDIES | DATE EARNED | SCHOOL
· Major: Literature
· Minor: Composition and Education

Skills & Abilities
WRITING
· I am a prolific and effective writer across a variety of formats and purposes. I have written content spanning
from research-driven papers at a University level to novel length works in addition to comics and interactive
fiction. References and example writings are available for review.

EDUCATION
· I have 10 years of experience tutoring college students in writing, history, math, and computer technology both
in a community college learning center and as a private tutor. I am also currently enrolled in training at CSUSM
regarding college classroom education and will be teaching a composition course in my final year of study
beginning in 2018. I have numerous educational references I can provide at your request.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
· As a freelance illustrator I have had multiple comics published in various anthologies and websites.
Additionally, I have been involved with graphic design for numerous apps and communities that are currently
available or are in active development. I have an illustration portfolio ready to be viewed at your request.

WEB DEVELOPMENT
· As a freelancer I have learned that a proper website is an asset in a competitive world and have familiarized
myself with HTML, CSS, Javascript, and CMS such as Wordpress, Joomla, and Drupal. I have also learned a
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great deal about social media marketing which has allowed me to build a dedicated stream of consumers and
clients.

Experience
PEER TUTOR RANK IV (MENTOR) | MT. SAN JACINTO COLLEGE | 2008 - CURRENT
· I engage in customer service and providing academic and technical assistance across a wide variety of subjects
such as English, History, Political Science, and Astronomy. As a rank IV tutor I am the most senior level of tutor
and I am responsible for keep other employees on task in addition to day to day operations on the tutoring
floor.

FREELANCE ILLUSTRATOR AND WRITER | SELF-EMPLOYED | 2005 - CURRENT
· I have contributed to various publications such as Nickelodeon Magazine and various Radio Comix anthologies
in addition to my extensive self-publishing experience. I have done illustrations for many independent web
publications. I currently write and illustrate several ongoing comics and have written several Spongebob
Squarepants comics for the now-defunct Nickelodeon Magazine. I also have a great deal of experience as a
web designer and editor for various employers, both public and private.
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